ACROSS
1  Hypocrisy of twins given flag to hold (6,9)
9  Want seaman to talk about judgment (7)
10  For starters, never get huffy in game that turns with easy delivery (4,3)
11  Parts of trunk road lead to city (5)
12  He had a point to make in World War 1 (9)
13  The law allowing international to join Arsenal (9)
15  Depression makes graduate misbehave (5)
16  Blundered, having adjourned without defendant (5)
18  Got a clue – a devious one – for listing (9)
20  Archivist sees Cornish pasties are off without specs! (9)
23  Celebrated musical note (5)
24  Bird leaves girl, who takes instead a little air (7)
25  Master to resume shortly, on the main road north (7)
26  What hope betters that of becoming the authority? (3,6,4,2)

DOWN
1  A cut in sugar drink is of great interest (4,2,4,5)
2  A Parisian channel is not reliable (7)
3  Place to get approval? In your dreams! (4,2,3)
4  Second town in Staffordshire rated prosperous (5)
5  Share some land (9)
6  Washington singer discovered in a hostelry (5)
7  Puts up once more when his heartless anger erupts (7)
8  Administration for under ten pence is preposterous (15)
14  Wink at songbird after opening time in French resort (9)
15  Nonsense, Flipper is champion passerine (9)
17  Moratorium on hatred (7)
19  Sportsperson who'll do a turn on the floor (7)
21  Overcome being dismissed at work (5)
22  Knocks off coolers? (5)

Solution 15,780
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